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Abstract 

The purpose of our research topic was to find out which company provides the better 

soccer ball. The reason why we chose this was because we noticed that many different 

professional soccer leagues use different brands of balls for example a widely known tournament 
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known as the Barclays Premier League uses a Nike ball while other tournaments such as the 

World Cup use Adidas Balls, so why the difference in soccer balls? Our Research team has set 

out to look for the answer on which ball is better a Nike soccer ball or an Adidas soccer ball. The 

methods we are using to find the answer to this question are providing soccer players from 

college soccer to just playing soccer in general take this survey and ask them to give their 

opinion. All the data will be collected and then we will compare it to our hypothesis that Adidas 

provide the better soccer balls. Another method we are going to use is to interview them and try 

test out four different soccer balls, two being from Adidas and the other two being from Nike. 

Relating back to our hypothesis we do believe that many of soccer players’ opinion is going to 

be that Adidas offer the better ball to play soccer with. 

 

  

  

 

 

Introduction: 

Nike vs. Adidas, comparing these two industrial giants is difficult enough because of 

what these two companies mean to the world economically and individually. We are going to 

separate these two companies and just focus on the Soccer section of each company. In this 

research topic we are not trying to decide which company is better overall but which company 

provides the better soccer balls for every soccer player out there. The reason why this grabbed 

our research group attention was because of the many different displays of soccer balls out in the 

world. Why is there such a huge variety of balls but despite that the one soccer balls that most 

consumers want are the Adidas and Nike soccer balls. Through our research on various soccer 
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stores and viewing which balls are mostly bought we saw that the majority of the balls were 

purchased from Adidas and Nike brands. A question we had in the process was what makes these 

balls so popular to the general public and the answer became obvious, the consumers wanted a 

ball that was fashionable yet also serve its purpose as a soccer ball on the field. Noting that 

throughout history the common soccer ball has changed from. We hypothesize that Adidas 

would be the better choice due to the fact that the ball’s shape, weight , and material are in 

perfect conditions for a ball to experience lower coefficient of restitution in order for it to have a 

greater bounce. the material, adidas balls are made provided the ball with enough support to 

sustain  high power kicks and not deform. The shape of the ball also give the ball its 

aerodynamic characteris making the adidas brand. Adidas balls give the player more control  

over the ball give the ball more dynamics and finally give the ball great durability.  

 

 

Methods/Materials: 

 

● Two Adidas Soccer balls 

   

●  Two Nike Soccer balls 
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● A three question survey  

(http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/JJSXVS2) 

● Interviews 

● The interviews were discussed separately between Kevin and the person being 

interviewed. 

● Cameras 

● Goal Nets 

● Soccer Cleats or Slip Resistant Shoes 

●  Cones 

Achieving this experiment can be very simple but at the same time difficult because there can be 

many unexpected factors that can play a part in testing out these balls such as wind pressure or if 

it’s a rainy day. Our research team has decided to rather perform this experiment on a normal day 

where high wind pressure or rain are not factors in consulting which ball is the better option. 

In order for us to test these balls correctly we will set an obstacle course in which a few 

volunteers will complete using the various kinds of balls. 

Activities: 

● ·         Dribble the ball in place 

○ Analyze the comfort and control of the ball 

● Shoot the ball at a target 

○ Analyze the kick and record how far the ball traveled. 
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● Run with the ball through a set up obstacle course 

○ Analyze how fast he/she travels with the ball 

·         After the activities have been completed, Kevin will ask them which ball felt better when 

using them to finish the activities. 

  

Discussion 

Some difficulties our group encountered during the experiment were covering the balls. 

The reason why we say it was a problem because openly knowingly which ball one is testing out 

could lead to a bias. Trying to decide on how to fix this problem we decided to purchase soccer 

balls and spray paint them so the person being interviewed has no idea which ball is which. 

Another difficulty was the weather factor, although we tried to set up on a normal day, weather 

could always be unexpected. Encountering windy days has delayed our experiments because we 

don’t want the weather to act as a crucial factor in our experiment. 

 
Data: 

In our experiment we have two sources that we have gathered data from. One source is a survey 

and the other is a physical experiment. In the survey we asked 50 participants several questions 

pertaining to soccer. The first two questions in our survey asked the participant if they 

considered themselves as a fan of soccer and if they play soccer. These questions let us classify 

each of our participants showing us the range of variations in our data. With these questions we 

have calculated that about 40% of our participants consider themselves soccer fans and about the 

same amount of people say that they play soccer. The next few questions in our survey ask about 

comparisons between specific companies, particularly the two most popular sporting goods 

companies Nike and Adidas. Our question asks, which brand is better Nike or Adidas? Our 
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survey showed these brands were both favored in a 50/50 split. With this question we wanted to 

know which company people thought was better in a general sense. We then asked the 

participants which company provides the better soccer ball. When we asked this question we 

found out that Adidas was preferred 

for soccer balls than Nike. Our final 

question was, does the texture and 

design matter when choosing a ball? 

The survey says that it does matter. 

Based off of our survey alone, it 

seems that Adidas is superior to Nike 

in producing the more popular and 

effective soccer ball in the public’s 

point of view. However, this alone 

does not make Adidas the superior ball. We must also test the two brands rigorously. This brings 

us to our next source of data, experimentation. 

In our physical experiment or testing of the soccer balls we gathered players from both 

the Men and Women UC Merced Soccer team. We also gathered a few non-soccer players to get 

a variety of results.  

 

 

To be tested. No results at this time. 

With these results we have proven our hypothesis to be… 

 


